Ions colliding with clusters of fullerenes--decay pathways and covalent bond formations.
We report experimental results for the ionization and fragmentation of weakly bound van der Waals clusters of n C60 molecules following collisions with Ar(2+), He(2+), and Xe(20+) at laboratory kinetic energies of 13 keV, 22.5 keV, and 300 keV, respectively. Intact singly charged C60 monomers are the dominant reaction products in all three cases and this is accounted for by means of Monte Carlo calculations of energy transfer processes and a simple Arrhenius-type [C60]n(+) → C60(+)+(n-1)C60 evaporation model. Excitation energies in the range of only ~0.7 eV per C60 molecule in a [C60]13(+) cluster are sufficient for complete evaporation and such low energies correspond to ion trajectories far outside the clusters. Still we observe singly and even doubly charged intact cluster ions which stem from even more distant collisions. For penetrating collisions the clusters become multiply charged and some of the individual molecules may be promptly fragmented in direct knock-out processes leading to efficient formations of new covalent systems. For Ar(2+) and He(2+) collisions, we observe very efficient C119(+) and C118(+) formation and molecular dynamics simulations suggest that they are covalent dumb-bell systems due to bonding between C59(+) or C58(+) and C60 during cluster fragmentation. In the Ar(2+) case, it is possible to form even smaller C120-2m(+) molecules (m = 2-7), while no molecular fusion reactions are observed for the present Xe(20+) collisions.